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1: Isaac Asimov Books - Biography and List of Works - Author of 'How Do Big Ships Float'
This is a list of short stories by Isaac www.enganchecubano.com is mainly famous for his science-fiction, but he also
wrote mystery and fantasy stories. This list includes Asimov's Foundation short stories, which were later collected into
three novels known as the Foundation Trilogy.

He envisioned a future where robots could be useful tools for human use, not something to be feared. Others
were collected in a lesser-but-still-fun collection called Eight Stories from the Rest of the Robots All of them
were later collected in The Complete Robot , though Asimov wrote a handful of robot stories after its
publication. They occasionally featured the scientists Dr. It is inside the positronic brain that the Three Laws
are codified. The first novel was the classic Caves of Steel , a murder mystery that paired the human Elijah
Baley with the humanlike Spacer robot R. Robots are designated by the R. Together they investigate the
murder of a Spacer Ambassador on Earth. Elijah and Daneel would team up again for two sequels: The Naked
Sun , where a murder takes place on a Spacer world called Solaria a problem for Elijah, who, like most
Earthers, suffers from agoraphobia, the fear of open spaces ; and The Robots of Dawn , where they must solve
the mystery of a "roboticide," in which the mind of a humaniform robot is destroyed. The story has R. Written
more than 30 years after Caves of Steel was published, Robots and Empire was an attempt by Asimov to
bridge his two popular series: The Robot stories take place as mankind is moving to the stars, the Empire
novels take place during the time of the Galactic Empire, and the Foundation novels depict the fall of the
Empire. In it, a man from the planet Nephelos is attending the University of Earth when he learns that his
nobleman father is caught conspiring against the Tyranni, a minor Empire and ruler of 50 planets. While the
Squires of Sark live in luxury and wealth, the providers of that wealth on the planet Florinia below labor
endlessly. Because a revolt would mean galactic war, this oppression is sanctioned by the Trantorian Empire.
Pebble in the Sky is about a midth-century man who is accidentally sent forward in time to a future governed
by a great Galactic Empire. Earth, now radioactive, is a lesser part of the Empire, whose center of power is the
planet known as Trantor. He becomes the subject of a scientific experiment that accidentally gives him
telepathic abilities. But as we all know, what goes up must come down. You can follow him on Twitter as
sfsignal. You Might Also Like.
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2: Isaac Asimov Home Page
Isaac Asimov 15, followers Isaac Asimov was a Russian-born, American author, a professor of biochemistry, and a
highly successful writer, best known for his works of science fiction and for his popular science books.

Asimov was born on an unknown day between October 4, and January 2, , inclusive. Asimov himself
celebrated it on January 2. He was taken to the United States when he was three, and learnt English and
Yiddish as his native languages. He wrote many books. People know about Isaac Asimov because of his
science fiction books and his science books for non-scientists. After becoming established in the U. The candy
stores sold newspapers and magazines, a fact that Asimov credited as a major influence in his lifelong love of
the written word, as it presented him with an unending supply of new reading material as a child that he could
not have otherwise afforded. He became a naturalized U. His father forbade reading pulps as he considered
them to be trash, until Asimov persuaded him that because the science fiction magazines had "Science" in the
title, they must be educational. At age 18 he joined the Futurians science fiction fan club, where he made
friends who went on to become science fiction writers or editors. Super science fiction Asimov was a
claustrophile: In the third volume of his autobiography, he recalls a childhood desire to own a magazine stand
in a New York City Subway station, within which he could enclose himself and listen to the rumble of passing
trains while reading. Asimov was afraid of flying, doing so only twice in his entire life. Consequently, he
seldom traveled great distances. This phobia influenced several of his fiction works, such as the Wendell Urth
mystery stories and the Robot novels featuring Elijah Baley. In his later years, Asimov found enjoyment
traveling on cruise ships ; on several cruises, he was part of the entertainment program, giving science-themed
talks aboard ships such as the RMS Queen Elizabeth II. Asimov was an able public speaker and was a frequent
fixture at science fiction conventions, where he was friendly and approachable. He patiently answered tens of
thousands of questions and other mail with postcards and was pleased to give autographs. He was of medium
height, stocky, with mutton chop whiskers and a distinct New York accent. His physical dexterity was very
poor. He never learned to swim or ride a bicycle; however, he did learn to drive a car after he moved to
Boston. In his humor book Asimov Laughs Again, he describes Boston driving as "anarchy on wheels. He was
one of the signers of the Humanist Manifesto. From until his death in , he served as president of the AHA, an
honorary appointment. His successor was his friend and fellow writer Kurt Vonnegut. He was also a close
friend of Star Trek creator Gene Roddenberry , and earned a screen credit as "special science consultant" on
Star Trek: The Motion Picture for advice he gave during production. Asimov described Carl Sagan as one of
only two people he ever met whose intellect surpassed his own. The other, he claimed, was the computer
scientist and artificial intelligence expert Marvin Minsky. Asimov was a long-time member and vice president
of Mensa International , albeit reluctantly; he described some members of that organization as "brain-proud
and aggressive about their IQs". Writings The only thing about myself that I consider to be severe enough to
warrant psychoanalytic treatment is my compulsion to write That means that my idea of a pleasant time is to
go up to my attic, sit at my electric typewriter as I am doing right now , and bang away, watching the words
take shape like magic before my eyes. Years later, most of them were collected and republished as collections.
Other writings Science fiction quarterly In addition to his interest in science, Asimov was also greatly
interested in history. Starting in the s, he wrote 14 popular history books, including The Greeks: Complete
with maps and tables, the guide goes through the books of the Bible in order, explaining the history of each
one and the political influences that affected it, as well as biographical information about the important
characters. He began by writing science fiction mysteries such as his Wendell Urth stories, but soon moved on
to writing "pure" mysteries. He published two full-length mystery novels, and wrote 66 stories about the Black
Widowers, a group of men who met monthly for dinner, conversation, and a puzzle. But the devil with that.
When his HIV status was understood, his physicians warned that if he publicized it, the anti-AIDS prejudice
would likely extend to his family members. He died in New York City on April 6, , and was cremated. Beliefs
Although ethnically a Jew, Asimov was an atheist: It took me a long time to say it. Asimov made a list of 15
of his science fiction books, which he advised should be read in this order: Alternatively, The Complete Robot
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Caves of Steel The Robots of Dawn Robots and Empire The Currents of Space The Stars, Like Dust
Pebble in the Sky Prelude to Foundation
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3: Isaac Asimov Facts for Kids
Isaac Asimov's The Gods Themselves is a significant addition to the science fiction genre. In the midst of an energy
crisis, the tale outlines a future where energy has become essentially free, not simply in an economic sense, but also in
an apparent violation of thermodynamics and physics.

He was known for his works of science fiction and popular science. Asimov was a prolific writer who wrote or
edited more than books and an estimated 90, letters and postcards. His books have been published in 9 of the
10 major categories of the Dewey Decimal Classification. Asimov wrote hard science fiction. Along with
Robert A. Heinlein and Arthur C. Clarke , Asimov was considered one of the "Big Three" science fiction
writers during his lifetime. The Galactic Empire novels are set in earlier history of the same fictional universe
as the Foundation series. Later, with Foundation and Earth , he linked this distant future to the Robot stories,
creating a unified " future history " for his stories much like those pioneered by Robert A. Heinlein and
previously produced by Cordwainer Smith and Poul Anderson. He wrote hundreds of short stories, including
the social science fiction novelette " Nightfall "; in , it was voted the best short science fiction story of all time
by the Science Fiction Writers of America. Asimov wrote the Lucky Starr series of juvenile science-fiction
novels using the pen name Paul French. Refresh with new selections below purge Selected novels Prelude to
Foundation is a novel by American writer Isaac Asimov , published in It is one of two prequels to the
Foundation series. For the first time, Asimov chronicles the fictional life of Hari Seldon , the man who
invented psychohistory and the intellectual hero of the series. The novel was nominated for the Locus Award.
Second Foundation is the third novel published of the Foundation Series by American writer Isaac Asimov ,
and the fifth in the in-universe chronology. It was first published in by Gnome Press. Decades later, Asimov
wrote two further sequel novels and two prequels. Later writers have added authorized tales to the series. The
film is about a submarine crew who shrink to microscopic size and venture into the body of an injured
scientist to repair damage to his brain. The original story took place in the 19th century and was meant to be a
Jules Verne -style adventure with a sense of wonder. Kleiner abandoned all but the concept of miniaturization
and added a Cold War element. Bantam Books obtained the rights for a paperback novelization based on the
screenplay and approached Isaac Asimov to write it. Foundation is a science fiction novel by American writer
Isaac Asimov. It is the first published in his Foundation Trilogy later expanded into the Foundation Series.
Foundation is a cycle of five interrelated short stories, first published as a single book by Gnome Press in
Collectively they tell the early story of the Foundation, an institute to preserve the best of galactic civilization
after the collapse of the Galactic Empire. The Gods Themselves is a science fiction novel written by Isaac
Asimov. The book is divided into three main parts, which were first published in Galaxy Magazine and
Worlds of If as three consecutive stories. Murder at the ABA is a mystery novel by Isaac Asimov , following
the adventures of a writer and amateur detective named Darius Just, whom Asimov modeled on his friend
Harlan Ellison. Convinced that the death was due to murder , but unable to convince the police, Just decides to
investigate on his own. Lucky Starr and the Pirates of the Asteroids is the second novel in the Lucky Starr
series , six juvenile science fiction novels by Isaac Asimov that originally appeared under the pseudonym Paul
French. It was written more than thirty years after the stories of the original Foundation trilogy, due to years of
pressure by fans and editors on Asimov to write another, and, according to Asimov himself, the amount of the
payment offered by the publisher. It was his first novel to ever land on The New York Times best-seller list,
after books and 44 years of writing. Lucky Starr and the Moons of Jupiter is the fifth novel in the Lucky Starr
series , six juvenile science fiction novels by Isaac Asimov that originally appeared under the pseudonym Paul
French. It is the only novel by Asimov set in the Jovian system. Lucky Starr and the Big Sun of Mercury is the
fourth novel in the Lucky Starr series , six juvenile science fiction novels by Isaac Asimov that originally
appeared under the pseudonym Paul French. The name is derived from the Gaia hypothesis , which is itself
eponymous to Gaia , the Earth Goddess. In this fictional universe, Gaia is located in the Sayshell Sector, about
ten parsecs 32 light years from the system Sayshell itself. Palver is portrayed as a rather loud and jolly simple
farmer. This required meticulous planning, giving the Foundation a believable solution to the enigma of the
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Second Foundation. Preem Palver is the nineteenth First Speaker of the Second Foundation and direct
descendant of Stettin Palver , another character in the Foundation universe. This is probably meant as a
foreshadowing hint to the reader, since his identity as First Speaker is not revealed until the last sentence of
Second Foundation. One of the greatest conquerors the galaxy has ever seen, he is a mentalic who has the
ability to reach into the minds of others and "adjust" their emotions, individually or en masse, using this
capability to conscript individuals to his cause. Pelorat is a professor of ancient history who has spent his
entire life on his obsession of finding Earth , the mythical planet of human origin. He has a particular interest
in myths and folklore. Foundation and Empire is a science fiction novel by American writer Isaac Asimov
originally published by Gnome Press in It is the second book in the Foundation Series , and the fourth in the
in-universe chronology. It takes place in two halves, originally published as separate novellas. Foundation and
Empire saw multiple publicationsâ€”it also appeared in as Ace Double but not actually paired with another
book D under the title The Man Who Upset the Universe. The stories comprising this volume were originally
published in Astounding Magazine with different titles in Foundation and Empire was the second book in the
Foundation trilogy. They are part of the field of psychohistory , and refer to a seemingly catastrophic social
and political situation that, to be surmounted, would eventually leave only one possible, inevitable, course of
action. They are named after Hari Seldon , who founded the field of psychohistory, and who appears as a
pre-recorded hologram at the climax of each crisis. Before his death, he used psychohistory to predict and
manipulate each event. A Seldon Crisis usually involves both an external pressure such as threat of attack and
an internal pressure such as threat of revolt. Both pressures will come to a head simultaneously, and be
resolved with the same action. He succeeded to the Imperial throne in 12, GE at the age of twenty-two
following the death of his father, Stanel VI, who was fortunate enough to escape the roughly one-in-two
chances of assassination faced by the last century of Galactic Emperors. Asimov portrays Cleon as an amiable
man, no longer enthusiastic about the trappings of office, eager to treat others as his equals and yet not capable
of conversing comfortablyâ€”or even understanding their motivations. In his genial but misguided
well-wishing, he is similar to the portrayal of Austrian emperor Joseph II in Amadeus a film which Asimov
admired , although he is not very similar to the historical Joseph II. Selected story collections The Edge of
Tomorrow is a collection of short science fiction stories and science essays by Isaac Asimov , published by
Tor Books in July The story "Gold" won a Hugo Award. I, Robot is a fixup novel of science fiction short
stories or essays by American writer Isaac Asimov. The stories originally appeared in the American magazines
Super Science Stories and Astounding Science Fiction between and and were then compiled into a book for
stand-alone publication by Gnome Press in , in an initial edition of 5, copies. The stories are woven together
by a framing narrative in which the fictional Dr. Susan Calvin tells each story to a reporter who serves as the
narrator in the 21st century. Several of the stories feature the character of Dr. Calvin, chief robopsychologist at
U. Robots and Mechanical Men , Inc. Robot Visions is a collection of science fiction short stories and factual
essays by Isaac Asimov. It is the companion book to Robot Dreams. Following the usual form for Asimov
collections, it consists of eleven short stories and a poem surrounded by commentary describing how each
came to be written. The stories are as follows original publication in parentheses:
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4: Collected Short Stories (The Great Author Series) by Isaac Asimov
The Complete Stories is a discontinued series intended to form a definitive collection of Isaac Asimov's short stories.
Originally published in (Volume 1) and (Volume 2) by Doubleday, it was discontinued after the second book of the
planned series.

Isaac Asimov was a U. Isaac Asimov was born on January 2, , in Petrovichi, Russia. His family immigrated to
the United States when he was three-years-old, and was raised in Brooklyn, New York. During his childhood,
his father and mother observed the Orthodox Jewish tradition, but did not force this belief upon Asimov, and
so he grew up as a humanist and a rationalist, without strong religious influences. Asimov was a progressive
on most political issues, and a staunch supporter of the Democratic Party. Around the age of eleven, Asimov
began to write his own science fiction stories and, within a few years, he was selling many of them to pulp
magazines. Asimov graduated from Columbia University in and earned a Ph. In , Asimov joined the faculty of
Boston University, with which he remained associated thereafter. In , the university honored his writing by
promoting him to full professor. Asimov is best known for his works of science fiction and for his popular
science books. His most famous work is the Foundation Series; his other major series are the Galactic Empire
series and the Robot series. His early career, dominated by science fiction, began with short stories in and
novels in In he published his first full-length science fiction novel, Pebble in the Sky. In , Asimov began his
Foundation stories- later collected in the Foundation Trilogy: Foundation , Foundation and Empire , and
Second Foundation His Robot series-many of which were collected in I, Robot -were begun at about the same
time. In , he began publishing nonfiction, including a college-level textbook called Biochemistry and Human
Metabolism. From then until his death, Asimov would publish several sequels and prequels to his existing
novels. In addition to his interest in science, Asimov was also greatly interested in history. Starting in the s, he
wrote fourteen popular history books, most notably The Greeks: From until his death in , Asimov took much
joy in being president of the American Humanist Association. Photo courtesy of the United States Library of
Congress close.
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5: Hallucination | Asimov | FANDOM powered by Wikia
This is a list of short stories by Isaac Asimov: See Also List of Books by Isaac Asimov References Story Year Collected
in First published "Marooned off Vesta" Asimov's Mysteries The Best of Isaac Asimov The Asimov Chronicles Amazing
Stories, March "The Weapon Too Dreadful to Use"

New York, New York Russian-born American writer The author of nearly five hundred books, Isaac Asimov
was one of the finest writers of science fiction in the twentieth century. He was the first of three children of
Juda and Anna Rachel Asimov. Although his father made a good living, changing political conditions led the
family to leave for the United States in The Asimovs settled in Brooklyn, New York, where they owned and
operated a candy store. Asimov was an excellent student who skipped several grades. In he published his first
story in a high school newspaper. In he transferred to the main campus and changed his major from biology to
chemistry. He also read science fiction magazines and wrote stories. His father refused to let him read them.
Asimov quickly became a devoted fan of science fiction. He wrote letters to the editors, commenting on
stories that had appeared in the magazine, and tried writing stories of his own. In , at the age of seventeen, he
began a story entitled "Cosmic Corkscrew. Its editor was John W. Campbell, who would go on to influence
the work of some of the most famous authors of modern science fiction, including Arthur C. Clarke â€” , Poul
Anderson â€” , L. Sprague de Camp â€” , and Theodore Sturgeon â€” But mailing the story would have cost
twelve cents while subway fare, round trip, was only ten cents. Campbell, however, had invited many young
writers to discuss their work with him. Campbell talked with him for over an hour and agreed to read the story.
Two days later Asimov received it back in the mail. It had been rejected, but Campbell offered suggestions for
improvement and encouraged the young man to keep trying. This began a pattern that was to continue for
several years, with Campbell guiding Asimov through his beginnings as a science fiction writer. His first
professionally published story, "Marooned off Vesta," appeared in Amazing Stories in He also came to be
considered one of the three greatest writers of science fiction in the s along with Robert Heinlein and A. Van
Vogt , and his popularity continued afterward. He introduced the "Three Laws of Robotics": A robot may not
injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm. A robot must obey the
orders given it by human beings except where such orders would conflict with the First Law. A robot must
protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the First or Second Laws.
Foundation, Foundation and Empire, and Second Foundation were enormously popular among science fiction
fans. In the World Science Fiction Convention honored them with a special Hugo Award as the best all-time
science fiction series. In , at the suggestion of his editor, he began working on a series of science-fiction
stories that could easily be adapted for television. The stories, however, were never made for television. Begun
in it was written with two of his coworkers at the Boston University School of Medicine. His many books on
science, explaining everything from how nuclear weapons work to the theory of numbers, take complicated
information and turn it into readable, interesting writing. Asimov also loved his work as a teacher and
discovered that he was an entertaining public speaker. Edited by Janet Jeppson Asimov. Writer of the Future.
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6: The Complete Stories - Isaac Asimov - Google Books
15 Short Stories [Isaac Asimov] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is a collection
of 15 short stories by Isaac Asimov. The stories originally appeared in magazines between and

If science fiction is only about science and travel writing only about travel, then well written science text
books and travel guides although both potentially very interesting would joust with writing in both genres of
fiction. Even while there is a substantial reference to science in science fiction, most of the times the genre is
intensely focused on humans, especially: Bradbury uses the untrammeled lands of mars and the insinuated
annihilation of martians he never mentions it explicitly by humans as a backdrop against which to examine the
nature of colonization. It is this same aspect that I have experienced once again in volume 1 of collected short
stories of Isaac Asimov â€” 24 brilliant stories with ingenious plots, capacious imagination, superb
inventiveness, absorbing narrative power all culminating in a delightful reading experience. A few stories
were so good that I read them twice over in a single stretch. The disbelief is embedded into the child due to the
rationality induced on account of the progress of science and technology. And the writer who is hitherto a little
embarrassed about embracing the genre for a living regains the forgotten pride but concludes with an
insightful observation: Even while making an interesting story out of it Asimov also throws light on human
mindset towards property and ownership attitudes: It appealed to the snob and despot in every one. To
introduce multiple settling now would outrage everyone. The physicist is thrilled at his changed prospects but
the supra beings are worried that what they have acted beyond their official remit and hence start to reverse the
changes unknowing to the physicist. The beauty of this story lies in the way Asimov builds a chain of credible
events across cold-war US and USSR that end up altering the future of the physicist. However, now they face
the problem of growing entropy of the universe and running out of energy sources. The sources of energy in
the universe are dying out. Humans hand over the problem of reversing entropy to a super intelligent and
omniscient computer which cracks the problem but by that time mankind becomes extinct. All that is left is
the computer and the vast universe with energy restored. I kept thinking about what attracted me to this story
and realized that through some seemingly simple wordplay, Asimov creates an illusory understanding of not
only the vastness of the universe but also a sense of inestimable eons An appealing aspect of almost all of the
stories in the collection is a scintillating quality of intellect that pervades through them. Asimov writes with a
deep sense of erudition and ensures that there is not a dull moment in any of the stories. In addition, there is a
great sense of tongue-in-cheek humour which enlivens our reading experience. However, if there is a singular
and stand-out quality to these short stories it is their parable like nature where Asimov, without being preachy,
is constantly cautioning us of the consequences when science and technology run ahead of humans and how it
creates challenges to the very essence of human nature A marvelous read and a great way to close my reading
endeavours in I now look forward to reading the second volume of his collected stories which I expect will be
a great way to commence my reading endeavours for Welcome !!
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7: The Collected Stories of Isaac Asimov â€“ Volume I Â« Excursions Of A Bibliophile
Isaac Asimov is one of my all-time favorite writers. I love his science-fiction, his mysteries, and above all, his science
writing. I'm personally of the opinion that he's the greatest writer.

He wrote or edited about volumes, of which the most famous are those in the Foundation and robot series.
Asimov was brought to the United States at age three. After the war, he took a Ph. He then joined the faculty
of Boston University , with which he remained associated thereafter. Asimov, IsaacIsaac Asimov, postage
stamp from Djibouti, c. A robot may not injure a human being , or, through inaction, allow a human being to
come to harm; a robot must obey the orders given it by human beings except where such orders would conflict
with the First Law; and a robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with
the First or Second Laws. Loosely modeled on the fall of the Roman Empire , the Foundation series begins in
the last days of the Galactic Empire. He sets into motion a plan to reduce the predicted 30,year galactic dark
ages to 1, years by gathering the brightest minds on the planet Terminus to form the Foundation of a new
Galactic Empire. Seldon also establishes a mysterious Second Foundation in an unknown location. The
Foundation struggles to keep civilization alive, while, at moments of acute crisis predicted by psychohistory,
recordings of the long-dead Seldon dispense advice. The stories, written between and , were collected as the
Foundation trilogy: Foundation , Foundation and Empire , and Second Foundation The trilogy won a special
Hugo Award in for best science-fiction series of all time. He returned to the positronic robots with two novels
that blended mystery with science fiction. Three thousand years hence, humanity is divided between those
who live on Earth in overpopulated underground cities and the wealthy Spacers, who live on worlds around
nearby stars. During the s, Asimov also wrote some of his finest short stories: In the late s, Asimov turned
from science fiction to concentrate more on nonfiction writing. From to , he wrote a monthly column about
science for The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction, which received a special Hugo Award in Much of
his nonfiction writing was on various topics in science, written with lucidity and humour, ranging from
chemistry The Chemicals of Life [ ] to physics The Neutrino [] to biology The Human Brain [ ]. Asimov
returned to science fiction with The Gods Themselves , winner of the Hugo and Nebula Awards concerned
contact with advanced aliens from a parallel universe. In the s Asimov tied together the robot, Empire, and
Foundation series in the same fictional universe. Baley and Olivaw reunited in The Robots of Dawn , in which
they investigate the destruction of a robot identical to Olivaw. He published three volumes of autobiography:
In Memory Yet Green: A Memoir , Hugo Award for best nonfiction book.
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8: List of short stories by Isaac Asimov | Asimov | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Fortunately for us, this isn't uncharted territoryâ€”some of Isaac Asimov's most groundbreaking short stories collected in
I, Robot imagined the contours of this brave new world decades ago. Below are five of the stories that may prove
particularly prescient in the near future.

His early career, dominated by science fiction, began with short stories in and novels in This lasted until
about , all but ending after publication of The Naked Sun He began publishing nonfiction in , co-authoring a
college-level textbook called Biochemistry and Human Metabolism. Following the brief orbit of the first
man-made satellite Sputnik I by the USSR in , his production of nonfiction, particularly popular science
books, greatly increased, with a consequent drop in his science fiction output. Over the next quarter century,
he wrote only four science fiction novels. From then until his death, Asimov published several more sequels
and prequels to his existing novels, tying them together in a way he had not originally anticipated, making a
unified series. There are, however, many inconsistencies in this unification, especially in his earlier stories.
Asimov coined the term "robotics" without suspecting that it might be an original word; at the time, he
believed it was simply the natural analogue of words such as mechanics and hydraulics , but for robots. The
novel was issued in book form later that year as The Stars Like Dust. In May he first thought of writing
professionally, and began writing his first science fiction story, "Cosmic Corkscrew" now lost , that year.
Inspired by the visit, he finished the story on 19 June and personally submitted it to Astounding editor John
W. Campbell two days later. Campbell met with Asimov for more than an hour and promised to read the story
himself. Two days later he received a rejection letter explaining why in detail. Campbell rejected it on 22 July
butâ€”in "the nicest possible letter you could imagine"â€”encouraged him to continue writing, promising that
Asimov might sell his work after another year and a dozen stories of practice. Palmer , and it appeared in the
March issue. In the Science Fiction Writers of America voted " Nightfall " the best science fiction short story
ever written. I was suddenly taken seriously and the world of science fiction became aware that I existed.
Asimov left science fiction fandom and no longer read new magazines, and might have left the industry had
not Heinlein and de Camp been coworkers and previously sold stories continued to appear. Foundation ,
Foundation and Empire , and Second Foundation The books recount the fall of a vast interstellar empire and
the establishment of its eventual successor. They also feature his fictional science of psychohistory , in which
the future course of the history of large populations can be predicted. In they won the Hugo Award for the
all-time best series of science fiction and fantasy novels. By the end of the war Asimov was earning as a writer
an amount equal to half of his Navy Yard salary, even after a raise, but Asimov still did not believe that
writing could support him, his wife, and future children. They promulgated a set of rules of ethics for robots
see Three Laws of Robotics and intelligent machines that greatly influenced other writers and thinkers in their
treatment of the subject. Asimov notes in his introduction to the short story collection The Complete Robot
that he was largely inspired by the almost relentless tendency of robots up to that time to fall consistently into
a Frankenstein plot in which they destroyed their creators. The robot series has led to film adaptations. The
screenplay has never been filmed and was eventually published in book form in At the time, Asimov was
preparing his own doctoral dissertation , and for the oral examination to follow that. Fearing a prejudicial
reaction from his graduate school evaluation board at Columbia University , Asimov asked his editor that it be
released under a pseudonym, yet it appeared under his own name. At the end of the examination, one evaluator
turned to him, smiling, and said, "What can you tell us, Mr. Asimov, about the thermodynamic properties of
the compound known as thiotimoline". Laughing hysterically with relief, Asimov had to be led out of the
room. After a five-minute wait, he was summoned back into the room and congratulated as "Dr. It became
possible for a genre author to write full-time. The book appeared under the Doubleday imprint in January with
the title of Pebble in the Sky. More positronic robot stories were republished in book form as The Rest of the
Robots. McCartney had a vague idea for the plot and a small scrap of dialogue; he wished to make a film
about a rock band whose members discover they are being impersonated by a group of extraterrestrials.
Intrigued by the idea, although he was not generally a fan of rock music, Asimov quickly produced a
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"treatment" or brief outline of the story. The treatment now exists only in the Boston University archives. He
greatly increased his nonfiction production, writing mostly on science topics; the launch of Sputnik in
engendered public concern over a "science gap". I was overcome by the ardent desire to write popular science
for an America that might be in great danger through its neglect of science, and a number of publishers got an
equally ardent desire to publish popular science for the same reason". The column was ostensibly dedicated to
popular science but Asimov had complete editorial freedom, and wrote about contemporary social issues[
citation needed ] in essays such as "Thinking About Thinking" [] and "Knock Plastic! Gale said that "Asimov
has a rare talent. While acknowledging the Oxford Dictionary reference, he incorrectly states that the word
was first printed about one-third of the way down the first column of page , Astounding Science Fiction ,
March printing of his short story " Runaround ". It refers to any system closed with respect to matter and open
with respect to energy capable of sustaining human life indefinitely. Asimov coined the term " psychohistory "
in his Foundation stories to name a fictional branch of science which combines history , sociology , and
mathematical statistics to make general predictions about the future behavior of very large groups of people,
such as the Galactic Empire. It was first introduced in the five short stories â€” which would later be collected
as the novel Foundation. Other writings[ edit ] In addition to his interest in science, Asimov was interested in
history. Starting in the s, he wrote 14 popular history books, including The Greeks: Complete with maps and
tables, the guide goes through the books of the Bible in order, explaining the history of each one and the
political influences that affected it, as well as biographical information about the important characters. He
began by writing science fiction mysteries such as his Wendell Urth stories, but soon moved on to writing
"pure" mysteries. He published two full-length mystery novels, and wrote 66 stories about the Black
Widowers , a group of men who met monthly for dinner, conversation, and a puzzle. He even created a slim
volume of Sherlockian limericks. The two main characters, both Jewish, talk over dinner, or lunch, or
breakfast, about anecdotes of "George" and his friend Azazel. According to Asimov, the most essential
element of humor is an abrupt change in point of view, one that suddenly shifts focus from the important to
the trivial, or from the sublime to the ridiculous.
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The Complete Stories is a discontinued series intended to form a definitive collection of Isaac Asimov's short stories.
Originally published in (Volume 1) and (Volume 2) by Doubleday, it was discontinued after the second book of the
planned series. [1].

In addition, there are excerpts from those letters sprinkled throughout the book. She explains how and when he
learned he had the disease, and why his doctors convinced him to keep it a secret from the public. This is
absolutely untrue. This includes title, publisher, year of publication, number of pages, size, Library of
Congress call number, Dewey number, ISBN, and Library of Congress card catalog number. This file has been
formatted for columns. The "big list" in alphabetical order by title. Every short story Asimov ever wrote is
listed here. Indexes are provided that list works in each genre in order of publication, and an alphabetical
index of titles lets you find an entry for any Asimov story title. Indexes list the essays chronologically for each
major series e. A list of Asimov works available on other media: A number of those are good sources for
books by Asimov, and a few are listed here. Please note that the listing of these sites do not constitute an
endorsement of their services. The Advanced Book Exchange represents large numbers of independent used
book dealers, and is a good source for hard-to-find books. They are an association of booksellers who
collectively sell books on the Internet. Their selection of books by Asimov often includes a number of titles
you may not have seen elsewhere. AddAll offers searching and price comparisons. HarperCollins , published
several of the more recent titles. Their website provides information about their science fiction and fantasy
books, and has links to other SF resources on the web. Thanks to Tony Neilson, here is a graph of the number
of books Asimov published each year throughout his career: Petrovichi is very proud of their native son, and
have honored the place of his birth with a memorial stone. Essays by Johnny Pez Johnny Pez dispenses his
knowledge in a series of essays: The publishing history of the Positronic Robot and Foundation stories:
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